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Overview of Submission
Ealing’s Council’s Ward Boundaries had remained constant since the 2002 elections
after a boundary review at the end of the last century.
The requirement from the LGBCE for us to undertake such a review enabled us to
reflect on the extent to which the Borough had changed over the period and to consider
the current warding arrangements bearing in mind that some boundaries needed to
change to achieve electoral equality.
We noticed that while there were major developments happening in many parts of the
borough there were other areas, perhaps best described as “mature suburban” where
there was little change in electorate numbers. We built our proposal to reflect this.
We also, unlike 20 years ago, could utilise modern software with many useful features
enabling us to experiment with a larger number of models than before. It also gave us
a welcome opportunity to correct historic drafting errors around ward boundaries so
that, for example, cul-de-sacs were not split between two wards.
Further we took the opportunity to create town centre wards and reflect the seven
towns of Ealing in ward names.
While we worked on the proposals, we identified the need to split one ward into two,
two-member wards, leading to a proposed council size of 70 members.
Finally, we bore electoral equality as a key factor in determining boundaries and are
pleased that we managed to achieve the laudable aims above while ensuring that 16
of the 24 wards had an electoral variation within plus or minus 3% and only 2 over 5%
tolerance.
The report starts with a brief overview of the Borough and then includes details of the
thinking underpinning the submission and the forecast electorate in the new wards.
There are then three maps showing current and proposed boundaries
Finally, a detailed exposition is given of the reasoning behind the decision to propose
each particular ward and an appropriate name is suggested for each ward.
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The London Borough of Ealing
Located in the west of London, Ealing is home to nearly 350,000 people of extremely
diverse backgrounds, making it the third most ethnically diverse borough in the
country. It is also the third largest borough by population in London, built around seven
distinct town centres. Like its population, the area and its identity are also diverse in
nature, with many areas of suburban greenery but also others with an inner city feel.
It has major road, railway and tube lines running both East to West and North to South
and is bisected by the River Brent with arms of the Grand Union Canal forming part of
the borough boundary. Together these automatically create many natural boundaries.
Ealing Council has ten key parks which are generally the largest and most used sites
in the borough. There are also four major nature conservation sites in Ealing, which
combine sites to create green corridors and large areas of green space. The Borough
also has six golf courses. All this green space contributes to further natural ward hubs
and boundaries.
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Drawing the boundaries for the Council in 2022
The Council currently has 23 wards each with three councillors. Those councillors are
all elected at the same time, every four years. The next elections will be held in May
2022 and the new ward boundaries will be applied at those elections.
This submission proposes 24 new wards, including a pair of two - member wards, and
an overall increase in council size from 69 to 70
The projected number of electors in 2024 is 256, 939 which means the average
number of electors per three-member ward is 11,011 and 7,341 for a two-member
ward. This equates to an average number of electors across the borough, per
Councillor of 3,671.
Currently only two wards have an electoral variation greater than 10%. However, we
have resisted the temptation to make a “quick fix” of the variation and instead used
this as an opportunity to propose a more radical solution with the resilience to remain
appropriate for a considerable number of years. Therefore, where possible the ward
boundaries proposed follow these overarching principles.
1. Achieve electoral equality
2. Ensure that major and district shopping centres all lie within one ward, to better
facilitate and enable effective local government policy development and
implementation.
3. Ensure that the names of the seven towns of Ealing are incorporated into ward
names, to better respect the community identities of those towns.
4. Avoid crossing Parliamentary boundaries, especially when they were
unchanged under the current parliamentary review, to better facilitate effective
electoral administration.
5. Respect all the natural boundaries.
A detailed explanation is shown in the following pages
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Electorate in 2024 forecast by new proposed ward
PROPOSED NEW WARD Previous
NAME
Name1
Acton Green
Southfield
Central Greenford
Greenford
Green
Dormers Wells
Dormers
Wells
Ealing Broadway
Ealing
Broadway
Ealing Common
Ealing
Common
East Acton
East Acton
Greenford Broadway
Greenford
Broadway
Hanger Hill
Hanger Hill
Hanwell Broadway
Elthorne
Lady Margaret
Lady
Margaret
North Acton
Acton
Central
North Greenford
North
Greenford
North Hanwell
Hobbayne
Northolt Mandeville
Northolt
Mandeville
Northolt West End
Northolt
West End
Norwood Green
Norwood
Green
Perivale
Perivale
Pitshanger
Cleveland
South Acton
South
Acton
Southall Broadway
Southall
(2 member)
Broadway
South Ealing
Northfield
Southall Green
Southall
Green
Walpole
Walpole
West Southall
N/A
(2 member)
Electorate 2024

1

Forecast

Variance %

11,462
11,230

Target
electors
11,011
11,011

451
219

4%
2%

11,243

11,011

232

2%

11,587

11,011

576

5%

11,405

11,011

394

4%

10,648
11,565

11,011
11,011

-363
554

-3%
5%

10,931
10,441
11,093

11,011
11,011
11,011

-80
-570
82

-1%
-5%
1%

10,887

11,011

-124

-1%

11,257

11,011

246

2%

10,449
11,306

11,011
11,011

-562
295

-5%
3%

10,589

11,011

-422

-4%

10,860

11,011

-151

-1%

11,223
10,695
11,099

11,011
11,011
11,011

212
-316
88

2%
-3%
1%

7,829

7,341

488

7%

10,327
10,842

11,011
11,011

-684
-169

-6%
-2%

10,748
7,299

11,011
7,341

-263
-42

-2%
-1%

256,939

While new wards have taken parts of others this reflects the largest component of the new ward
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Maps of Ealing
Map 1: Map showing current Ealing ward boundaries
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Map 2. Map showing proposed new boundaries2

2

Zoomable online map available through link at the end of this report
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Map 3. Map showing proposed new boundaries with electoral variation
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The Reasoning for the Proposal for Ward Boundaries in the Seven Towns of
Ealing, by Ward

Acton
The Acton area comprised the Borough of Acton from 1921 to 1965. It is situated to
the east of the borough and still has a Town Hall on the High Street. Acton is one of
the few towns with all the cardinal points used for stations. The proposal for Acton
reunites the town centre in one ward and uses Acton in all of the ward names
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name 2024 Electorate Variation
East Acton
East Acton
10,648
-3%
This ward has been redrawn to be east of Acton centre. It spreads over the A40 into
the thirties development known as the East Acton Estate. Part of the East Acton Estate
lies in the neighbouring borough of Hammersmith & Fulham (H&F). The main tube
station for residents is East Acton, which lies just over the borough border.
The southern part of the ward, down to the Uxbridge road, is bisected by East Acton
Lane

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

South Acton (and part South Acton
Acton Central)

2024
Electorate
11,099

Variation
1%

This ward has been revised considerably and now includes land to the north of the
Uxbridge road in the centre of Acton, to ensure that the key shopping area along the
Uxbridge road - from the Police station to the park (Acton High street) - is all within
one ward rather than dividing along the Uxbridge Road as in the previous
configuration.
It also includes the other shopping and entertainment destination in Acton Churchfield Road.
The eastern boundary is the railway and it includes 3 stations - Acton Town, Acton
Central and South Acton.
It bends in the west to include Acton High School.
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It no longer extends so far to the west, as it was felt that residents in those properties
leading up to Hanger Lane identified themselves as residents of Ealing Common as
they would logically use Ealing Common tube station along with the shopping and
entertainment area around that station.

Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Acton Central

North Acton

2024
Electorate
10,887

Variation
-1%

This ward is reconfigured with its southern boundary moved northwards to enable the
whole shopping area to be located in South Acton ward. The new ward extends to the
borough boundary to the north.
As the ward no longer contains the central shopping area of Acton it was felt
appropriate to rename it accordingly.
The mainline train cutting provides a boundary with East Acton in part and the ward
has North Acton Station, Acton Mainline station, North Acton Cemetery and North
Acton playing fields.
The boundary extends to the Uxbridge Road away from the shopping area and West
Acton station lies on the border with Hanger Hill ward
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Southfield

Acton Green

2024
Electorate
11,462

Variation
4%

The boundaries of the current Southfields ward remain largely intact as the railway line
to the west also separates the W3 and W4 postcodes making a sensible boundary.
While many of those on the latter side consider themselves more “Chiswick” than
“Acton” it is worth noting that the whole of this area lay within the old Borough of Acton
and that the ancient parish of Chiswick is now located entirely in the London Borough
of Hounslow.
The ward is renamed Acton Green as this was the name of the area south of the
railway line leading to a green space at the bottom of Acton lane called Acton Green
and it maintains a consistent theme for the whole Acton area.
The Uxbridge Road forms a logical boundary to the north and it extends cleanly to the
Borough Boundary in the east.
As a densely populated residential suburb it is not anticipated that there will be
significant population growth so the electoral variation is unlikely to increase.
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Ealing
The residential centre of Ealing was south of the main Uxbridge road until the later
nineteenth century when the centre of Ealing moved to the Broadway with the arrival
of the railways. The Borough of Ealing was one of the original three London boroughs
that merged in 1965 to form the modern London Borough of Ealing.
Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Ealing Broadway Ealing Broadway

2024
Electorate
11,587

Variation
5%

This ward includes Ealing Broadway station and Ealing Broadway Shopping Centrethe main shopping area in the Borough,
The Town Hall, which has the address New Broadway, is in the ward.

Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Hanger Hill

Hanger Hill

2024
Electorate
10,931

Variation
-1%

Lying to the north and east of Ealing Broadway and gently extending uphill on Hanger
Hill north to the borough boundary this is a mainly residential area centred on the area
known locally as the Hanger Hill estate.
The ward has Hanger Hill park in the middle and it is bisected by Hanger Lane (the
north circular road).
The northern spur over the A40 is of a broadly similar character with the awkward
shape determined by the Borough boundary with Brent to the west and H&F to the
east

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Ealing Common Ealing Common

2024
Electorate
11,405

Variation
4%

This ward lies to the south and east of Ealing Broadway and extends south to the
borough boundary. It needed to extend its previous boundary to achieve electoral
equality.
It is named after the large green space in its centre called Ealing Common.
The reconfigured boundary now includes Ealing Common Station and as well as
Ealing Common Railway depot.
In the north of the ward the railway line is a natural boundary and it encompasses the
Uxbridge road until it reaches the shopping area which is included in Ealing Broadway
ward.
The electoral variation reflects a mature suburban area with little opportunity for major
population growth.
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Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Cleveland

Pitshanger

2024
Electorate
10,695

Variation
-3%

This largely residential ward lies to the north of Ealing Broadway.
The northern border follows the River Brent.
The western border, unusually does not follow the north / south railway line. This is
currently the ward boundary pattern which includes the Copley Close estate in the
ward. Not visible on a map there is a large fence on the western border which creates
a distinct separation from North Hanwell ward and results in residents in this area
sending their children to schools and using leisure facilities in the eastern parts of the
ward.
The southern border partly stops on the Uxbridge road to achieve electoral equality.
The ward has been renamed to resonate better locally as it includes Pitshanger Park
and the district shopping centre of Pitshanger Lane. There is an active residents’
association - a charity, the Pitshanger Community Association and a Pitshanger
Village Traders Association.
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Walpole

Walpole

2024
Electorate
10,748

Variation
-2%

This ward starts to the south west of the main shopping area in Ealing Broadway and
just crosses the Uxbridge road to include the “Five Roads Home Zone” (previously
part of the ward before 2002)
The largest green space is Walpole Park. The eastern and southern boundaries have
been drawn to reflect the arbitrary Parliamentary boundary.
There is an active Walpole Residents Association.

Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Northfield

South Ealing

2024
Electorate
10,327

Variation
-6%

This ward needed to extend to achieve better electoral equality. It contains both
Northfield and South Ealing Stations and lies in the far south of the borough.
The southern border is the borough boundary reflecting the change of name and most
of the western boundary borders onto Elthorne Park. The boundary with Walpole Ward
follows the parliamentary boundary.
The name change is required as only a short southern section of Northfield Avenue
lies within the ward, and the eastern and western areas of the ward do not have
common community identity, shopping or transport links with Northfield Avenue. The
greatest part of Northfield Avenue lies in its northerly neighbouring ward of Walpole,
which causes confusion with the current naming of the ward for residents.
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Perivale
By far smallest of the seven towns of Ealing, Perivale is a mixture of residential and
industrial areas and only has one ward.
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Perivale

Perivale

2024
Electorate
11,223

Variation
2%

A two-member ward until the 2002 review, this ward has been extended to the west to
achieve electoral equality. Bordered by the river Brent to the south and the railway to
the west the ward contains Perivale Wood, Perivale Golf Curse and the Perivale
Industrial Park.
There is a Perivale Residents Association who have a sports and social Club based
at Ealing Central Sports Ground in the middle of the ward.
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Hanwell
Hanwell, to the west of Ealing Broadway, is an area of distinct character centred on
Hanwell Broadway. It has several active residents’ associations and Hanwell Town
Football Club
The proposal reunites the central shopping area and changes the names of the wards
to reflect the town community.
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Hobbayne

North Hanwell

2024
Electorate
10,449

Variation
-5%

This ward is considered by residents to be part of Hanwell and lies to the north of
Hanwell Broadway centre. It has four natural boundaries which naturally determine the
ward. To the west and north, it is the River Brent; the southern and eastern boundaries
are railway lines.
In the centre of the ward is Hanwell Community Centre: a large former poor law union
residential school where Charlie Chaplin was educated.
Hanwell mainline station lies on the southern border with the proposed Hanwell
Broadway ward.
Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Elthorne

Hanwell Broadway

2024
Electorate
10,441

Variation
-5%

Renamed to ensure all the seven towns of Ealing are used in ward names and to better
reflect the community identity of the people who live there.
The new ward includes all the areas known as a “Broadway” this ward now covers
both sides of the Uxbridge Road to include the whole of the shopping district known
as Hanwell Broadway.
The western border is created by the River Brent and the Warren Farm playing fields
with the northern border the main railway line. Hanwell mainline station is on the
Northern Border
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Southall
The Borough of Southall was the third historic borough that merged in 1965. Southall
has a cosmopolitan character and cultural identity, and it was the original destination
for many arrivals from the Indian subcontinent. While densely residential there are
many industries which support Heathrow airport- an employer for many residents.
Southall Broadway is not just a local shopping area but attracts visitors both from within
and without the UK for the variety and quality of goods on offer.
The site of the former gasworks, once the land is fully developed, will be the site of
one of the largest new housing developments in London. However, site constraints
mean that the full redevelopment is expected to take several decades to complete.
Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Part of Southall
Broadway

Southall Broadway

2024
Electorat
e
7,829

Variatio
n
7%

This ward, while retaining the same name, has been significantly redrawn. The very
significant change, in particular the move to become a two-member ward, is required
in order to address the electorate implications of the huge Gas Works residential
development proposals, the site of which lies within the current Southall Broadway
ward. The new ward now includes the whole of the Southall Broadway shopping centre
on both sides of the Uxbridge road as well as the secondary shopping area of the
upper half of South Road.
The southern boundary is the main railway line and Southall Station is on the southern
border.
While the electorate is the most above target electorate in the borough this is a dense
residential area where major developments are unlikely. Also, the geographical
constraints of the surrounding area reduce the boundary flexibility available.

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Part of Southall
Broadway

West Southall

2024
Electorat
e
7,299

Variatio
n
-1%

A new two-member ward to accommodate the large residential development planned
for the “Waterside” estate on the site of the former gasworks. The western border is
the borough boundary and the southern the railway line with Southall Station just over
the border in Southall Broadway.
The development trajectory is such that the 2022 election is likely to be contested by
a relatively small electorate. However, the prediction is that the electorate will grow
rapidly thereafter.
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Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Southall Green Southall Green

2024
Electorate
10,842

Variation
-2%

To the south and west the ward is bordered by the borough boundary and the Grand
Union Canal.
The northern border is the western region mainline railway while the eastern border
reflects electoral equality with its neighbour

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Dormers Wells Dormers Wells

2024
Electorate
11,243

Variation
2%

Bordered by the Uxbridge road to the south until the main railway line takes over.
The eastern boundary is the river Brent while the northern and western boundaries
are drawn to reflect electoral equality in this dense residential area.

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Norwood Green Norwood Green

2024
Electorate
10,860

Variation
-1%

Extending to the south of the borough the northern boundary is the Uxbridge Road.
The ward includes anticipated development around Ealing Hospital and other
developments in the industrial areas.
The southern part is known as Norwood Green, a name reflecting the original parish
of Norwood and it has a well-established residents’ association, hence its name

Current Ward Proposed Ward and Name
Lady Margaret Lady Margaret

2024
Electorate
11,093

Variation
1%

The northern boundary has been redrawn to go over the current and the proposed
parliamentary boundary as the residents south of the Ruislip Road consider
themselves to be part of the community of Southall rather than Greenford.
To the west is the borough boundary and the Grand Union Canal.
The eastern boundary is Lady Margaret Road from which the ward name is derived.
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Northolt
This is another area with a long history. The district surrounding St Mary’s Church still
has a rural feel and is known as Northolt Village.
Much of the area was developed in the 1930s
While the names “North Northolt” and “South Northolt” were considered as possibilities
they did not easily trip off the tongue, consequently it was thought appropriate to retain
the established current names – which are well known and reflect the area.
Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Northolt Mandeville Northolt Mandeville

2024
Electorate
11,3066

Variation
3%

Bordered by the Borough Boundary to the west and the A40 to the south the ward is
bisected by the whole of Mandeville Road which gives it its name

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Northolt West End Northolt West End

2024
Electorate
10,589

Variation
-4%

To the east and north is the borough boundary and the Grand Union Canal and railway
lines form the southern border
Bordering along the borough boundaries to the west and south with the A40 to the
north the eastern boundary largely encompasses open spaces
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Greenford
This area was largely developed for suburban housing in the 1920s and 1930s but
still has a number of industrial areas.
The main shopping area is in the south, and is centred on the area known as
Greenford Broadway.
Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Greenford
Broadway

Greenford Broadway

2024
Electorate
11,565

Variation
5%

While, when first glancing at the shape of this ward, the south-eastern border has an
irregular outpost, this was designed to ensure that the ward included the whole of the
Greenford Broadway district shopping centre, reached by the Greenford Road. The
name remains unchanged for consistency of using “Broadway”. The eastern part of
the southern border is irregular but reflects both current and proposed parliamentary
boundaries.

Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

Greenford Green Central Greenford

2024
Variation
Electorate
11,230
2%

This ward contains Greenford Station. It comprises a mix of light industrial units and
housing largely built in the thirties. There is no distinct centre to the area but as it lies
in the centre of the Greenford area the name has been chosen to reflect this.
The previous boundary has been reconfigured to give a level of co - location hitherto
lacking.
South of the A40 has two distinct parts: the roads to the west of the Greenford Road
and off Ferrymead are one neighbourhood and there is the Cowgate estate which
forms part of the Costons Lane road group neighbourhood.
The proposed boundary now incorporates the Costons Lane road group and includes
the current Cowgate estate. Many primary school children in this area attend Costons
School while traffic and access to services are all similar and create a natural polling
district.
The northern boundary stops at the back of the properties facing the busy bus route
of Whitton Avenue West and encompasses a cul-de-sac (Cherry Gardens) which is
no longer split between two wards.
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Current Ward

Proposed Ward and Name

North Greenford North Greenford

2024
Variation
Electorate
11,257
2%

To the east and north is the borough boundary and the Grand Union Canal and railway
lines form the southern border.

Contact Keith Fraser, Head of Democratic Services,
Email: fraserk@ealing.gov.uk
Tel: 0208 825 7497
Link to zoomable map of the proposal
http://maps.ealing.gov.uk/map/Aurora.svc/run?script=\Aurora\lgbce_ward_review.Aur
oraScript$&nocache=504339599&resize=always&margin_bottom=1
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